
 

ASSESSMENT 

Coursework Portfolio/ Personal 

Investigation (60%) 120 marks (internally 

assessed and externally moderated) – 

Creating a creative portfolio of practical work 

based on a ‘theme’ developed by the student 

or teacher 

Externally Assessed Task (40%) 80 marks 

(internally assessed and externally 

moderated) – This must be 15 hours and 

work is created using a wide choice of media 

across a choice of titles (available from 

February) 

Portfolio development and how they relate to 
final summative image, painting, drawing, 
sculpture etc.  A final value is calculated following 
the effective assessment of how a student has: 
 

 A01 Developed their ideas 

 A02 Explore Developed their idea having 
experimented with a range of materials 

 A03 Ideas linked to early intentions and work 
developed with reflective practice 

 A04 Final response that reflects a 
considered and evaluated idea  

 

OVERVIEW  

Our one component AS Level Art and 

Design qualification has seven 

specialisms to suit students’ particular 

interests, each of which will help them to 

develop their own style and provide a 

foundation for their progression by 

improving their skills, creativity and 

understanding in their specialist area.  

Outcomes can be expressed and 

explored in; Art Craft & Design, Fine Art, 

Graphic Communication, Photography, 

Textile Design, Three-Dimensional Design 

and Critical and Contextual Studies. 

 

CAREER PROGRESSION 

A strong Art training can also develop 

highly valuable transferable skills, 

including creative ideas development, 

problem-solving, contextual 

interpretation, and visual 

communication, as well as 

organisational, presentation and 

team-working skills. 

However, there are a number of 

professional roles that evidence of AS 

Art could act as a ‘gateway’; 

 Fine Artist 

 Curator 

 Art Therapist 

 Art Teacher 

 Art Lecturer 

 Art Technician 

 Architect 

 Auctioneer 

 Illustrator 

 Conservator 

 Architect 

 Fashion 

 Media 

 Photography & Film  

 Computer Game Design 

 Merchandiser 

 Theatre and Television 

 And so much more..... 

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS 

      

                   ‘A’ Level Art & Design 

16 years of age or over, GCSE /IGCSE Art or 

photography or a good portfolio. Mature 

students require no exam qualifications, 

some ability to draw and paint and a desire 

to succeed are required. 
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